
Women’s pleated bunad shirt * 
Material: 48 inches of light or medium weight cotton or linen at least 55 inches wide. Fits up to 40 
inch chest. For up to 43 inches, use 52 inches of fabric.  

First, sew the front split, preferable using a hand-sewn hem 7.5 inches long and ⅛ inch wide. Then 
edge the hem with a drawn thread needlework pattern. Draw out one thread and sew a drawn 
thread work over 3-4 threads. Sew a reinforced buttonhole about ½ inch from the top of the split.  

Shoulder inset: Lay the inset piece and the shirt body right sides together and sew along 3 edges: 
1 long side and 2 short sides. The last long side goes along the neck/collar. Sew with the inner 
seam toward the body. [I recommend a French seam or a flat-felled seam. Tutorial here https://
www.craftsy.com/blog/2013/05/seam-series-how-to-sew-a-french-seam/ or here https://
www.craftsy.com/blog/2013/05/seam-series-how-to-sew-a-flat-fell-seam/ .] 

Neck: The shirt is tightly gathered and pleated. Sew 2 basting stitches .25 and .4 inches from the 
neck edge of the body & insert. The stitch length should be about 3 mm. Use a strong thread, 
preferably linen. Gather by hand and finger press in place, making sure the pleats are very, very 
evenly spaced and sized.  

Collar: Fold the collar piece in half along the length and sew the short sides, leaving ¼ inch 
opening. Invert. Sew the back side of the collar to the right side of the body, then fold over to the 
right side and pin in place from the front. Sew a row of contrast stitching on the 
underside of the body, less than ¼ inch from the collar- one stitch in every pleat 
to hold it in place.  

Sleeve: Sew the sleeve seam, inserting the gusset as shown, leaving the other 
end open 3 ¼ inches for the cuff. Hem this cuff opening along the 3 ¼ opening. 
At the cuff edge, baste and pleat as with the neck. Sew the cuff piece to the 
sleeve, right sides together. Fold edge over twice, press, and stitch inner edge of 
the cuff to the underside of the sleeve. At the top center of the sleeve, there is a 
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center fold 1 inch long, with two small pleats on either side about ¼ inch long.  Sew the sleeve to 
the body, with the inner seam laid over toward the sleeve. [Flat-fell or French seam as above. The 
sleeve size given produces a very long sleeve which blouses quite a bit. It can be shortened a little 
if desired, probably at the top end, before the gusset is sewn on.] 

Hem: Fold up lower edge, stitch. Inner seam and fold should not be more than .5 mm. [Rolled 
hem.]  

And that’s it! These instructions are fairly scanty and assume a lot about the seamstress’s familiarity 
with shirt construction.  

Cutting: The measurements are in centimeters and the ones in parentheses are for a slightly larger 
shirt. “Lengda” means the length, meaning these measurements should be specific to the wearer 
(neck and wrist size, plus a little extra). “Bole” = body, “ermlengd” = sleeve, “skulderstykke” = 
shoulder insert/gusset, “halslinning” = collar, “ermlinning” = cuff, “ermlask” = underarm gusset.  

*This is a translation/interpretation of Heimen Husflid’s free shirt pattern, obtained in Oslo in 2016. It 
cannot be copied for sale or published in a format where the author or publisher receives monetary 



gain. If you would like the original Norwegian instructions (using metric and not in bokmål), please 
contact me at maren1(at)gmail(dot)com.  


